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Abstract
We present E-TIPSY, a search query corpus annotated with named Entities, Term Importance, POS tags, and SYntactic parses. This
corpus contains crowdsourced (gold) annotations of the three most important terms in each query. In addition, it contains automatically
produced annotations of named entities, part-of-speech tags, and syntactic parses for the same queries. This corpus comes in two formats:
(1) Sober Subset: annotations that two or more crowd workers agreed upon, and (2) Full Glass: all annotations. We analyze the strikingly
low correlation between term importance and syntactic headedness, which invites research into effective ways of combining these
different signals. Our corpus can serve as a benchmark for term importance methods aimed at improving search engine quality and as
an initial step toward developing a dataset of gold linguistic analysis of web search queries. In addition, it can be used as a basis for
linguistic inquiries into the kind of expressions used in search.
Keywords: term importance, query analysis, query parsing
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Introduction

Search engines can easily serve highly relevant documents
for common ("head") queries, simply by using past user
click data for these queries. But there is no sufficient click
data, if any at all, for rare ("tail") queries and new queries.
For such queries search engines have to resort to more
sophisticated methods that analyze queries based on the
sequence of terms they contain. Term weighting is used to
prioritize relevant documents. Weights are assigned by the
search engine, with simple manual rules or sophisticated
machine learning algorithms. Deeper natural language
processing (NLP) analyses such as syntactic parsing can
also help determine term importance and estimate
document relevance.
We present a corpus consisting of tail queries issued to the
Bing search engine, 1 together with manual annotation of
term importance. In addition, our corpus contains
annotation of named entities, part-of-speech (POS) tags,
and syntactic analyses, generated using state-of-the-art
NLP models. Along with the above, we include manual
annotation of head-words for a small subset of the query set.
Based on this manual annotation, we estimate the automatic
parser accuracy and estimate the extent of correspondence
between syntactic heads and most important terms.
A linguistically annotated corpus of tail queries is needed
because queries are linguistically different from typical
documents. This difference results in low quality of current
NLP tools’ output. We argue this quality can be improved
with a resource such as ours, as has been the case with other
task-specific annotations.
Our corpus can be used as a benchmark for new models of
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term importance in web search. It can also be used to study
the impact of linguistic analysis on this task-driven
problem, and to understand and improve the performance
of NLP models in the domain of search queries.
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2.1

Data Collection and Annotation

Query Set

We used English queries issued to the Bing search engine
in the USA. Of these queries, we randomly selected tail
queries, i.e., queries for which there was no sufficient user
click data to determine the most relevant documents that
the search engine should return. We further biased selection
towards longer queries (longer than three words).

2.2

Term Importance Annotation

We used the services of English-speaking contractor crowd
workers ("judges"), who annotated the queries using an inhouse crowdsourcing application, similar to Amazon
Mechanical Turk.2 Judges were instructed to mark the most
important term, the second most important term, and the
third, if any.
The guidelines defined the most important term as the term
that, if issued to the search engine alone, would return
results of highest quality. The second most important term
was defined as the term that if used together with the most
important term, would help return results with highest
quality. The third most important term was defined
analogously. It is expected that as more terms are added to
the query, the quality of the search results improves; the
most important term is the strongest single-term indicator
of the search intent. A term may span more than a single
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word, if denoting a named entity or a multiword expression
(defined as a sequence of words that is highly likely to
occur in the returned document in the exact same order).

For ease of use, we present the following subsets, fondly
named along the corpus’ acronym theme:

The application displayed a search engine window on part
of the screen, with the query and results page. Judges were
encouraged to alter the query to help themselves determine
the most important terms. A summary of the guidelines was
displayed on another part of the screen.

 Sober Subset: annotations that two or more crowd
workers agreed upon, with a suggested division to
training and test subsets, and

In order to maintain quality, we created a gold set, in which
two experts (the authors) annotated a few hundred queries
independently. There is a large number of valid (but not
necessarily correct) annotation choices for each query, and
the number of possible analyses grows quickly with the
length of a query. For example, for a three-word query there
are four possible ways to annotate the segmentation of the
query words into terms: {1,2,3}, {1-2,3}, {1,2-3}, {1-3},
annotated by term position. There are eleven ways to
annotate term importance for all possible segmentations,
annotated as relative order of only top three terms: {1,2,3},
{1,3,2}, {2,1,3}, {2,3,1}, {3,1,2}, {3,2,1}, {1-2,3}, {3,12}, {1,2-3}, {2-3,1}, {1-3}. Because of this and the
inherent ambiguity of this task (i.e., number of annotations
that “feel correct”, a number which also grows with the
query length), a low inter-annotator agreement rate is
expected. Indeed, the inter-annotator agreement rate turned
out to be around 50%. Therefore, the only queries that were
used for the gold set were those for which both experts
agreed on the top three terms and their relative importance.
The gold set was then used to train judges. For judgment,
the same query was presented to up to four judges, or until
two of them independently agreed. A single judge was
limited to no more than 800 queries.

2.3

Entity, POS and Parsing Annotation

We used state-of-the-art tools: version 3.4.1 of the Stanford
parser (Dan Klein and Christopher D. Manning, 2003) was
used to generate part-of-speech, dependency, and
constituency parses of queries. The dependency analyses
were obtained by mapping the constituency parses from the
model described in Klein and Manning (2003) to typed
dependencies using the method from de Marneffe et al.
(2006).
The named entity tags are more fine-grained than the basic
Person, Organization, Location, and Miscellaneous
distinction, and are generated from a perceptron-based inhouse (Microsoft-internal) named entity recognizer built by
Aitao Chen.
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 Full Glass: all annotations.
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Analysis

The correlation between syntactic head and most important
term -- i.e., the percent of cases in which the most important
term contained the syntactic head, as determined by the
automatic parse, was strikingly low: 46%. This percentage
was measured over the Sober subset. This low agreement
could stem from the differences between syntax and
semantics -- but could also stem from low quality parses on
the query set, which is often quite far from the domain on
which the parser was trained (Wall Street Journal). To tease
these two factors apart, we manually labeled the head of
each query in a small subset (217 random queries, after
filtering out a few queries with adult or unclear intent).
Head annotation was performed independently by each of
the same two experts. Disagreements were then resolved by
discussion. We annotated two gold variants:
(1) Fair comparison: attempt to follow the Stanford Parser's
own conversion rules from constituency to dependency.
(2) Harsher comparison: head markup as we see fit (details
below).
The parser's head accuracy relative to (1) and (2) was 44%
and 42%, respectively. The correlation between the gold
syntactic heads and the most important terms was 35% and
33% relative to (1) and (2), respectively. Crossing the
syntax-semantics factor (most important term contains the
syntactic head) with the parser head accuracy, we see in
Table 1 that of the cases where gold syntax correlates with
the IR semantics (‘y’ in column 1), the parser misses the
correct head in a bit over half the cases (58%) – and almost
two-thirds (64%) if using the harsher gold set. The largest
category is where there is both syntax-semantics mismatch
and the parser is wrong (last row). Having observed that,
we take these numbers qualitatively only, due to the small
sample size (due to the intersection between our gold head
annotation and the Sober subset).

Corpus Description

Out of 5,000 queries, non-disqualified judges judged 4,719
queries, out of which 4,627 (93%) had two or more
judgments. From the latter set, 3,542 (76.6%) had two or
more judges agree. Looking at the markup of individual
terms for each of the three positions, 75% of the
annotations for the most important term had another
annotator agree on that markup. However, for the second
and third most important term annotations, this number
dropped to 67% each.
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Term 1
Parser
has head correct
(gold)
head

#
#
(fair) (harsh)

%
(fair)

%
(harsh)

y

y

16

13

15%

12%

y

n

22

23

20%

21%

n

y

33

31

31%

29%

n

n

37

41

34%

38%

Table 1: Most important term containing the syntactic
head crossed with parser head accuracy

pred. head gold head gold head
gold head
gold head
interpretation / comments
word
word (fair) MWE (fair) word (harsh) MWE (harsh)
276 smithtown
smithtown
blvd
blvd
276
276
house # 276 on smithtown blvd
blvd
blvd
tuscon to ft
how to get from tuscon to ft
tuscon
tuscon
tuscon
ROOT
ROOT
stockton
stockton (head "get" is missing)
Sugar Sugar Christmas (Xmas)
xmas sugar
xmas sugar
xmas sugar
xmas
xmass
Xmass
Edition (entity reference by
sugar
sugar
sugar
inexact name)
starr st vallejo
St / ave / blvd head the street
ca
st
starr st
st
starr st
ca
name (and the city/state)
what is a
a bushel and a Our convention is Z in "what's
bushel and a
is
what
what
bushel
peck
Z?"; Stanford's is on "what"
peck
which side of
Stanford Parser convention:
the body is the
is
is
is
on
on
is=main verb (root) with PP.
appendix on
Our convention is the P
Query

Table 2: Query examples with predicted and gold head annotations, including multi-word expressions (MWE)

Our "harsher" gold variant differs from the Stanford

more natural to think that the syntactic head is

dependency conversion rules in our head choice for the

“cookbook”, “pub”, and “station”, respectively.

following:

The price we pay for this decision is some loss of

1.

generalization, e.g., “hilton” is no longer the head

Person names: first name is the head, following

of both “hilton hotel” and “hotel hilton” (it is now

our interpretation that last names usually modify
the first name, e.g., Joan of Arc.
2.

Approximate names of entities: are still treated as

only the head of the latter phrase).
5.

In the declarative form “X is Y”, Y typically

named entities, and the head is assigned according

carries

to the interpretation of what the canonical form for

or object). For practical search-related reasons, we

would be the heads of “starr st” and “fifth ave”,

set Z to be the head. Example: “amendment” in

respectively (and similar to the Stanford Parser),

“What is an amendment”.
6.

write”): the head is the main verb (write / written;

hotel”, “hotel deca”, “mount everest”, “the

same as in the Stanford Parser, mentioned it here

mississippi river”): the unique name is typically

for completeness).
7.

following BE is the head (on and near, in the

examples are “the barefoot contessa cookbook”,

recent examples). In other words, we treat BE here

“joe ‘s pub”, and “comet net bus station”, where
“joe”, and “comet”, respectively, but it is much
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BE as a main verb (e.g., “the book is on the table”,
“is there hotel near the airport”): the preposition

the head is the last word. Some motivating

the most important word is likely “contessa”,

Auxiliary verbs and modals (e.g., “is being
written”, “has written”, “can write”, “should

Business names and geolocations (“the hilton

interpret such names similarly to Stanford, namely

more

is often ambiguous whether Z is X or Y (subject

Downing St”. If no house number, “st” and “ave”

the most important word, but we decided to

being

Stanford). In questions of the form “what’s Z?” it

(which is in London (which is in the UK)) for “10

4.

information,

“blue” in “the sky is blue” (this part is same as

interpretation “house 10 in Downing Street

informative (most important words).

new

Examples: “Star” in “Venus is the Morning Star”;

Addresses: house number is head, following our

even though “starr” and “fifth” would be more

the

predicative than X, therefore Y is the head.

that entity is. See “xmas sugar sugar” in Table 2.
3.

Copula, equation declaratives and interrogatives:

as a copula.
8.

Topicalization and non-typical / “marked” word
order: head is assigned according to our

interpretation of the typical / “unmarked” word
order, e.g., “fix” in “nexus 7 fix broken screen”.
9.

Omitted predicates (e.g., “tuscon to ft Stockton”,
omitting “how to get from”…): the head is ROOT.

Table 2 contains examples of issues we encountered, and
our annotation choices. Often there is no single correct way
to annotate syntactic dependency relations. For example,
one can choose the main verb or (the head of) the subject

and so on. Perhaps the most known method is TF-IDF
(Salton, 1971; Sparck Jones, 1972). But the field is still
poor regarding having human annotated resources for term
importance, especially together with syntactic information.
Having said that, the relation between term importance and
syntactic structure has also been explored previously, e.g.,
with shallow syntax and POS tags, mainly for (weighted)
query expansion (Grefenstette, 1992).
Our resource is the first to provide manual annotation of
term importance for the web search task. This encourages
application-driven studies of linguistic analysis for the
important domain of tail queries.

to be the root. In equation declaratives and interrogatives
(“X is Y” / “What’s Z?”), one can choose X (subject), Y, or
the verb BE. And as mentioned above, in “the Hilton hotel”
one can choose hotel as the head (viewing Hilton as a
modifier of hotel), or conversely, choose Hilton as the head
(viewing hotel as a disambiguating designation: “which is
a hotel”). The convention choice is therefore often guided
by task needs and practicality. Our differences from the
Stanford dependency conversion rules arise from our
search-oriented perspective, and the under-specificity of
the Penn treebank annotation regarding complex nouns and
proper names.
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Potential usage and Future Work

We see the contribution of this corpus on several levels:
1. Linguistic: Help better understand the relation
between form/structure (syntax) and meaning (with term
importance as proxy)
2. Applied: Improve search engine results, by using the
corpus as a benchmark for term importance methods, or for
better using the interaction between syntax and term
importance.
We encourage other researchers to add other knowledge
layers to this corpus, such as gold annotations, queryadapted parses, etc. In the future we plan to increase the
corpus size and improve the associated automatic
annotations.
The E-TIPSY corpus is publicly available at
http://www1.ccls.columbia.edu/~ymarton/pub/lrec16/data.
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